Digital tools
to keep you
moving
Keep your business on the rise.
From product calculation, valve
configuration and to sprinkler
selection, we have it all.

Utilize anywhere, anytime.
Our digital tools can be used on
smart phones, tablets, laptops or
desktop computers — making
it easier than ever to work from
wherever you are.

We’re here for you 24/7.
Check out our top-of-the-line digital tool options below.
Dry Sprinkler Order Form
On-demand order submissions for dry
sprinklers. It’s never been so simple to order
complex sprinkler systems without the hassle
of printing and uploading forms.

Viking Tools for Revit®
Viking offers a comprehensive suite of
innovative Revit® tools developed specifically
for the fire protection designer. Connect to the
complete Viking product line with our toolbar.

DIGITAL.VIKINGCORP.COM/TOOLS-REVIT

HiEx Foam Estimator
Seamlessly calculate your high expansion foam
needs with the industry’s most efficient online
foam estimation tool. Submit your order for
quoting when you’re done!

Virtual Viking
Our virtual reality training program takes fire
protection training to an entirely new level!
Our immersive VR experience allows users to
train with us anywhere, anytime.

WEBTOOLS.VIKINGCORP.COM/FOAMESTIMATOR

DIGITAL.VIKINGCORP.COM/VIRTUAL-VIKING

LoEx Foam Estimator
It’s also a breeze to calculate your low
expansion synthetic fluorine free foam options
now, too! Build out your entire foam package
with the LoEx Estimator.

WEBTOOLS.VIKINGCORP.COM/FFF

Valve and System Configurator
Build a system riser in MINUTES with the
innovative Valve and System Configurator. Step
through available options to get a complete list
of materials and submit for a quote locally!

WEBTOOLS.VIKINGCORP.COM/VALVECONFIG

We know it can be overwhelming to try and
find the exact sprinklers you need to complete
your job. That’s why we made a tool that can do
almost all the work for you — making it simple
to find the exact part numbers you need.
We offer the industry’s first and most
sophisticated sprinkler selection tool, allowing
users to sift through virtually every single
Viking fire sprinkler in a flash. Simply select
from various criteria, such as K-factor,
occupancy type, orientation, temperature
and more. It’s never been easier.

WEBTOOLS.VIKINGCORP.COM/SPRINKLER-SELECTOR
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Want to learn
more about
our robust
portfolio of
digital tools?
Head to digital.vikingcorp.com to
view more details, download content,
or to contact one of our digital team
members for more information.
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